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Introduction

COLPAL is a easy to use Windows 3.x Color Palette display program that
allows the developer to see all of the colors available for 16 or 256 color systems
(see below for 32,768 color palettes).

The palette is displayed in a re-sizeable window that (with Windows 3.1
and above) always remains as the top most window. You can get the RGB value
(in decimal and hex) for any color displayed by simply  placing the cursor on the
desired   color  and  pressing  the  left  mouse  button.  The  RGB values  for  the
selected color will appear on the title bar.

The only menu for COLPAL is the standard system menu with an About
(ALT-A) entry added.  The About Dialog will display information about COLPAL
(current version) and AT-Ware's address.

Freeware

This version (2.1) of COLPAL is FREE! You can use it, upload it or give it
away;  but  you  cannot  sell  it  or  make  any  changes  to  the  COLPAL.EXE
executable file (or the resources within it) or the documentation for the COLPAL
package. 

The COLPAL package (COLPAL.EXE and COLPAL.WRI) is Copyright ©
1992, AT-Ware and all rights are reserved.

SYSMET

COLPAL  version  2.1  is  a  complete  stand  alone  program  that  is  not
reduced or limited in any way.

COLPAL version  3.0   is  part  of  AT-Ware's  SYSMET (System Metrics)
package. This version allows you to access the 32,768 color palette (if available),
turn on or off the "Stay on Top" feature, and save the location and size of the
COLPAL window so it will always appear where you want it. You can also select
any  forground/background  color  combination  with  example  text  using  the
selected colors.

The SYSMET package gives you access to  all  of  the System Metrics,
Memory  usage  (more  than   just  free  resources),  Drive  information,  File
information, and Video information. 



If  you wish more  information on COLPAL 3.0 and the  entire  SYSMET
package just send your name and address to:

AT-Ware
Dept. RJF

SYSMET Information
720 Sunrise Ave. #28
Roseville, CA 95661

Remember, you are under no obligation to purchase COLPAL 3.0 or the 
SYSMET package. But, if you write software for Windows 3.x and try SYSMET 
you'll find your job a lot easier!

You can always find the latest version of COLPAL and the AT-Ware 
products on the following BBS's:

East Coast:

Blue Ridge Express - Richmond VA. (804)790-1675
(30+ lines, no waiting!)

West Coast:

MindKeep - Sacramento CA (916)723-1657


